SEASON'S GREETINGS—

ijiaer

For the Tiger staff, it is Christmas holidays.

Hke

For this Tiger issue completes this year's publication schedule—and when the year's work is
done—well, it's Christmas. We hope that you—
each of you, Clemson student, graduate, Tiger
friend, and one and all—are as happy*about the
holidays as we are. We are headed straight for
two weeks of fun and Christmas joy. We hope
that you enjoy this PEACEFUL Christmas as
much as we plan to—and we have BIG plans.

-The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper—

WISE POLICYVery commendable, thinks THE TIGER, la
the attitude assumed by several officials of the
various state institutions and expressed during
the past week by Dr. J. Rion McKissick, the
University of South Carolina's great president,
and our own Dr. Franklin Poole to the effect
that here in South Carolina, NO educational
institutions are in competition for state funds,
but that all are fighting a common fight for
their existence.
Ths newspaper is heartily in accord with
that belief and hopes that this same attitud*
—that of cooperation and recognition of thg
relative merits of every institution—will continue to prevail and that a selfish desire by.
one to usurp power will never hinder the welfare
of another. After all, our objectives are ultt- ^
mately the same.—Editor.
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Slip Stick Be Published By Engineering Studes
People

SPEAKER: Dr. J. Rion McKissick, president of the University of South Carolina and
one of the state's outstanding
speakers, who addressed the
(Anderson Kiwanis club members and their wives on the
occasion of their annual "Ladies' Night" last Thursday night
here.

Jungaleers Have
Full Itinerary
For Christmas
Bob Dukes, Jungaleer business
manager, has announced that contracts have been signed for fourteen dances during Christmas holidays, the majority of the dances
being sponsored by county clubs of
Clemson.
The orchestra, under the leadership of Lewis Cox, will open their
schedule December 20, when they
play for a faculty dance at Clemson. They next go to Toccoa, Georgia, where they will play for a
dance given by the employees of
the North Georgia Processing Company.
The Christmas week schedule includes the Dillon-Marlboro dance
Monday, December 23, the York
County Club at Rock Hill Tuesday
night, another dance given
by
Winthrop girls in Rock Hill Wednesday night, the Sumter County
Club dance in Sumter Thursday
night, the Pee Deeans dance in
Florence Friday night, and the
Cheraw Saturday night.
The second week of the tour will
include the Allendale County dance
at Allendale, Monday, December
30, the Orangeburg County dance
Tuesday night,
the
Greenville
County Club's
dance Wednesday
night, a dance given by Clemson
students in Elberton,
Georgia,
Thursday night, the Beta
Sigma
Chi dance in Charleston Friday
night, and a dance being planned
at Mount Holly Saturday night.
Besides Dukes and Cox, the men
who will make the trip are Jimmie Cannon, J. R. Austell, LeRoy
Simmons, Bolt Day, G. H. Aull, W.
L. Whisnant, j. E. Ellerbee, W.
Leonhirth, G. O. Perkins, and
George Bonnette. Henry Cloeman
will make the tour as property
manager, and Bob Henderson will
act as advertising manager.

New Education
Book Ready For
Distribution
*s

PREXY: Professor L. V. Starkey, of the Clemson animal
husbandry
department, who
|was installed as president of
the Anderson
Kiwanis club
last Thursday night at a banquet here.

Mr. L. R. Booker, state itinerant
teacher trainer, announced today
that a new book, Methods of Trade
Teaching, will be completed and
distributed to all the trade teachers in the state within the next
week.
The book consists of fifteen
chapters and has one hundred and
forty pages. Approximately five
hundred books will be printed.
Mr. Booker stated that the books
will be used in teacher training
programs in the state. They are of
particular interest to those teachers connected with the national
defense probram.
Subjects included in the book
are: job Analysis, Student Management and Discipline, Organization of Trade Classes, and Principles in Trade and Industrial Education.

Gee Addresses
Sears Scholars

SCOUTER: Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Clemson chemistry school
dean, who was elected chairman of the Oconee Boy Scout
district last Friday evening at
their meeting in Seneca.

Professor Robert E. Gee, of the
chemistry department, last Tuesday spoke to the members of the
Sears Scholarship Club at their
regular monthly meeting in the
agricultural auditorium. The title
of his talk was "Scholarship."
Vice president Bob Stoddard introduced the speaker.

Clemson Officials
Return From Meet
■■

Mr. G. E. Metz, college registrar, and Dean W. H. Washington,
head of the school of Vocational
Education, last week attended the
forty-fifth annual meeting of the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools held in
Memphis, Tennessee.
Dean Washington is an executive committeeman of the association. Mr. Metz acted as the college representative at the meeting.
While at the meeting, an informal meeting of registrar's from
the Southern schools was held at
which Mr. Metz was appointed to
a committee which will plan an
annual conference of Southern
Registrars. The meetings are to be
held at some time during the Association meeting.

Hobson Going To
Chicago For
Alpha Zeta Meet
ANNOUNCER: Here's the glamour boy of the Clemson Air
Lanes, Joseph Chuharski, New
Jersey Republican, who together with Billy Early handles
"The Tiger Takes The Air"
every Friday at 12:15—over
Station WAIM, Anderson. For
a complete digest of Clemson
news and an interesting presentation of Clemson talent, out
your army quiz and tune in.

W. M. Hobson, dairy junior
from Belton, will represent the
local chapter of Alpha Zeta,
national
honor agricultural
fraternity, at Its bl-ennial conclave to be held this year at
the Stevens hotel in Chicago,
111., December 30 through January 2. While at the conclave,
Hobson will report the activities
cf Clemson's chapter during the

pact two yMTI.

COMING OUT PARTY FOR:

Santa Claus- The Season's No. 1 Deb

First Issue
In January
Hartley, Wearn
To Edit, Manage
Final plans for publication of
the Slip Stick, an engineering magazine, were announced here this
week by J. C. Hartley,
who has
j-jeen elected editor. J. E. Woodward, J. F. Watson and J. L. Edwards are associate editors. W. C.
Wearn is serving as business manager, W. E. Cline
as advertising
manager and E. H Lesesne is circulation manager. The first issue
is scheduled for January 15.
The Slip Stick is to be issued
three times a year, and will be distributed free to the student body,
Editor Hartley said.
Plans for an engineering magazine were initiated by Tau Beta
Pi, honor engineering fraternity.
Members of the American Society
of Civil engineers, the American
Society of Mechanical engineers,
the American Institute of Electrical engineers and students in the
department, of chemical engineering helped organize the magazine
and •will aid in its publication.
Publication of the magazine is
to be supervised by the editorial
board and the following professors: Dean S. B. Earle, D. D. Curtis, A. B. Credle, A. M. Quattlebaum, and F. W. ZurBurg.
Editor Hartley said the purpose
of the Slip Stick was to present
and informal technical magazine
rather than engineering journal.
Articles for the magazine are
being prepared by juniors in the
various engineering departments.

DEB: This buxom man "with the little round belly which shakes when he laughs like a bowl full
of jelly" is the season's Number One deb—as he is every season—and will have his annual coming out
party next Tuesday night. So hang up your ole lady's stocking and go to bed.

CAA Pilots Be Trained Here
Next Term, Earle Announces
Holmes Hears
Englishman In
Columbia Speech
Professor A. G. Holmes, of the
history department, attended the
dinner conference held in Columbia Friday night in honor of Professor R. B. Mowat of the University of Bristol, in England. Professor Mowat gave a talk on the
relation of England and America
in the present war.
The meeting was
attended by
professors of history in
South
Carolina colleges and the faculty
of the University of South Carolina.
Professor Mowat is making a series of lectures throughout the
country. He was sponsored here by
the Carnegie Endowment.

Poole, Others
Attend Marion
Alumni Banquet
Dr. Frank Poole, Coach Frank
Howard, Judge Strom Thurmond
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward
were guests of the Barion County
Clemson Alumni Club at a banquet given by the club last Monday night.
All of the Clemson guests made
short talks to the club. Reels to
the Clemson-Furman game were
shown after the banquet.

Beputaton Team
Visits Columbia
Mr. Tillie Haywood, of
the
YMCA, this week announced that
the Clemson Deputation presented
programs at Batesburg and Columbia last week-end.
The deputation had charge of
church services at the St. Johns
Methodist Church in Batesburg.
Mr. J. Roy Cooper spoke on "The
Brotherhood of Man", Bob Stoddard spoke on "Prayer." In the afternoon the group attended a conference at Columbia College in Columbia, then that night went to
the University of South Carolina
where they had charge of Vespers.
Jirnmie Lever spoke on "Worship
Through Bible Study," and Bob
Stoddard gave a talk on "Prayer."
The Deputation team consisted
of; Jirnmie Lever, Bob Stoddard,
John Culler, Marvin Burton, L. C.
Vereen, George Stanton, and Bill
Awtrey, accompanied by "Tillie"
Haywood and John Roy Cooper.
JENKINS TO CHICAGO
Dr. D. R. Jenkins, associate professor of rural sociology, will attend a meeting of the American
Association of Rural Sociology in
Chicago during the Christmas holldayg.

Forms Should Be
Taken This Week
Dr. S. B. Earle, director, said today that applications for the Civil
Aeronautics Authority flying course
which will be given here next
semester should be made before
Christmas so that students desiring
the training can get the agreement
blanks signed by parents during
the holidays.
Students who have already made
applications should also get the.
blanks for their parents to sign
from the dean's office of the engineering building, Dr. Earle said.
Dr. Earle said that, all upperclassmen will be eligible for the
primary course, and that all students who will have completed half
of their work toward graduation by
June . 1 and have completed the
primary course will be eligible for
the advanced training. Students
who are taking the primary course
this semester an dmeet the other
requirements may now register for
the advanced course next semester,
Dr. Earle said.
The ground school training for
the courses next semester will begin February 1. It is expected that
forty students will be enrolled for
the primary course and that ten
or twenty will be enrolled for the
advanced training.
The courses will cost students
about forty dollars, Dr. Earle said.
This fee will include the cost of a
medical examination, registration,
insurance and transportation costs.

Byrnes Not Play
For Mid-Winters
New Man Sought
Due to an unavoidable conflict,
Bobby Byrne, the youthful maestro
of swing, will not play for the
Clemson Mid-Winters, Central
Dance Association President Rhame
Guyton has announced.
It became impossible for Byrnes
to come here, .Guyton said, when
he signed a. contract last week to
appear on a national radio program.
Byrne said that he would have been
willing to broadcast the program
from Clemson, but that it would be
impossible to bring the other twenty artists of the radio show here for
the broadcast.
Immediately after it was learned
that Byrnes could not play for the
dances negotiations with several
other top-notch bands were started. It is expected that the orchestra for the series will be signed before the holidays.

Agricultural Staff
To Philadelphia
For Science Confab

President Poole's
Christmas Message

Clemson Cadets
Enjoy Social
Some two hundreds
Clemson
men enjoyed a social at Anderson
College last Saturday night "Tillie" Haywood, of the Y, who had
charge of them stated this week.
The Sophomores of Anderson
College entertained the Freshmen
with a social to which a number of Clemson cadets were invited.
Tillie said, "We want to thank
the administration and faculty of
Anderson College for extending to
us the opportunity of helping to
bring the relationship between Anderson and Clemson closer together."

Agronomy Men Send
Greetings To Grads

:J

TERN
ION

CLEMSON, S. C.
GREETINGS FROM THE NORTH POLE. I AM WIRING TO TELL YOU THAT THE NEW DEAL HAS TAKEN AWAY THE THINGS THAT I REALLY NEEDED—
MY WORKSHOP, MY REINEDDER, MY SLEIGH. NOW
I'M MAKING MY ROUNDS ON A DONKEY; HE'S OLD
AND HE'S CRIPPLED AND SLOW. SO YOU'LL KNOW
IF I DON'T SEE YOU THIS CHRISTMAS I'M OUT ON
MY ASS IN THE SNOW.
SANTA CLAUS

Wilburn Director,
Dargan Supervises

EDITOR: Jack C. Hartley,
electrical engineering senior
from Batesburg, who was this
week named editor of THE
SLIP STICK, newly formed
publication of the students in
the school of engineering.

Clemson Ingrams
Plan Bowling
Establishment

In the truest sense Christmas should be an occasion for
extending joyful and happy
greetings to not only friends,
neighbors, and unfortunates,
but subconsciously to all people.
If construction plans now under
This year our thoughts turn _ way for the erection of a modern
to the oppressed people of the
bowling alley are
on schedule
earth and we wish for them
Clemson students will have a
some measure of happiness and
place to bowl by January tenth,
peace at this season of the
it was learned today. The proposyear. They turn likewise to the
ed structure, a frame building 100
free nations who are cherishfeet long by 40 feet wide, will be
ing the rights of man and we
erected between Bodiford's Dry
admonish them for their efCleaners and the L. C.
Martin
forts toward
maintaining a
Drug Store. The alley is being built
happy existence for all their
by three Clemson cadets, brothers
people. May they succeed in
C. O., A. M., and A. C.
Inkeeping the world fundamentalgram, all juniors from Ridgeland,
ly, soundly, and praiseworthly
S. C.
a Christian civilization.
The building will accomodate
To the individuals of this
seven alleys, either duck pins or
community, to the people of
ten pins will be available. It is
this commonwealth and nation,
estimated that the value of the
to the people of oppressed naconstruction will be between six
tions, and especially to the
and seven thousand dollars.
guiding individuals of those naThe Ingram brothers have been
tions striving to maintain
working at beaches for the past
democracy,
Clemson
College
four years running bowling alleys.
sends Christmas greetings and
Their alleys are to be named "Irisincere good wishes.
gram's Pastime Bowling Alleys."
We wish for all Clemson caC. O. Ingram says, "We want
dets a happy holiday period
these alleys to be recreation center
and a safe return to Clemfor the women and children on
son.
the campus as well as the cadets
R. F. Poole,
and professors."
President.

Six members of the agricultural
experiment station staff will attend the annual convention of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science being held in
Philadelphia, December 27 through
31.
The delegation will include Dr.
R. F. Poole, president, Mr. R. A.
McGinty, vice-director of the exDr. G. H. Aull, head of the de- periment station, Dr. G. M. Armpartment of agricultural economics strong, plant pathologist, Dr. C. H.
and rural sociology, Mr. J. M. Stepp, Arndt, associate plant pathologist,
research specialist with the experi- and Dr. Richard Weinling and
mental station, and Mr. W. K. Bing, B. S. Hawkins, agents of the buprofessor of agricultural economics, reau of plant industry.
In keeping with the Christmas
Dr. Armstrong will take with
will attend a convention of the
American Farm Economics Associa- him.an exhibit of some of the work theme, Kappa Alpha Sigma, honortion in New Orleans, December 27- done in his department during the ary agronomy fraternity, this week
sent Christmas greetings to all forlast year.
30.
mer agronomy graduates, according
to an announcement made by
Marshall Walker, president of the
fraternity. The greetings, containiWvVMvVSBKW
ing a directory of former agronomy
f* y0y.t> ■* ^A.
graduates together wtih personal
items of the agronomy personnel
at Clemson, was prepared in booklet form and bound in Christmas
20FD 2:20AM 12191940
colors by members of the fraternNORTH POLE
ity, and was mailed to the 370 gradTO MY LITTLE FRIENDS AT CLEMSON COLLEGE
uates yesterday.

Bing, Stepp, Aull
Attend Farm Meet

"Prince Of Peace"
Presented Here By
Community Churches

Faculty To Hunt
Deer Christmas
Fifteen members of the faculty will be the guests of Senator George Warner of a deer
hunt at his lodge, Summerton
Ridge, In Edgefield Saturday.
Also attending the hunt will
be: Dr. R. F. Poole, president,
and Mr. Jake Woodward, alumni secretary.

Films To Be Shown
At Y During
tioliday Season

By DICK BREELAND
The community Christmas Pageant was presented in the field
house last night under the direction of Professor W. B. Wilburn
and Mrs. H. M. Pool, giving the
Christmas story in four scenes of
exceptional beauty and tenderness.
Beginning with the prophecy of
the birth of Christ, the story was
unfolded through the Annunciation
and the Birth, and ended with the
adoration of the Christ-child by
the wisemen. Each scene was accompanied by music from the assembled campus church choirs.
Beginning at seven o'clock with
a presentation of a selection from
Handel's "Messiah" by the college
band, the program included mass
singing of the familiar carols "Joy
to the World," "Hark, The Herald
Angels Sing," "It Came Upon a
Midnight Clear," and "Silent Night,
Holy Night," followed by the singing of "We Three Kings of Orient
Are" by the college glee club.
Sergeant R. K. Helton led the
Processional as the town crier. In
the first scene of the story of the .
prophets, portrayed by Professor
M. E. Bradley, Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun,
and Major S. Manor Martin, read
from scrolls telling of the coming
birth of the Prince of Peace. The
scene then shifted to Mary, with an
Angel of the Lord.telling her that
she was the chosen mother of the
Messiah. While Mary knelt before
the outstretched arms of the Angel,
Mrs. Raymond Cothran sang "AVe
Maria," accompanied by Mrs. ,C.
M. Asbill on the organ.
In the third scene, angels appeared before a group of shepherds to
announce that Christ was born in
a manger in Bethlehem. The shepherds set out to search for the,
place where the Child lay. The
fourth scene showed the Magi
bringing gifts to the Babe as he
lay in the manger, and the shepherds kneeling before Him. Mary
was seated by.the manger, and a
group of little children knelt nearby.
During the Adoration, Ward Mathews sang "Oh Holy Night," with
Mrs. Ashblll again at the organ.
Mary was played by Anne Clarkson and Gabriel by Preston Holtzendorff. The shepherds were portrayed by E. W. Cook, Moulton
Pheifer, Herbert Johnson, Douglas
Crouch, and George Aull.
Pinckney Eve, Jack Courson, and
Preston Holtzendorff acted the
parts of the angels, with C. L.
Morgan, F. B. Farr and E. B. Pelham as the wisemen.

Monroe Accepts
Washington Job
Mr. J. B. Monroe, professor ot
vocational education, left Monday
for Washington, D. O, where he
will remain until June working
with the United States Office of
Education. Professor Monroe will
be connected with the educational
division of the national defense
program and will seek any ways in
which the educational systems can
co-operate with the defense program.

The Clemson YMCA will present
a program of short feature films
in the theater during the Christmas Holidays. The pictures will
be of an' educational nature, Mr.
P. B. Holtzendorf, General secretary of the YMCA, said.
The reels will be shown on December
twenty-fourth for the
white children
and
again
on
Christmas Day for the colored folk
INSPECTS CHEMISTRY SCHOOL
of the community.
Dr. Roger Allen, head of the
General Chemistry Department of
Alabama
Polytechnic
Institute,
spent Saturday on an inspection
tour of the Chemistry Department
. Thirteen seniors this week made here at Clemson, Prof. H. L. Hunter
application for commissions in the stated this week.
Quartermaster Corps Reserve, according to Colonel Herbert! M.
Pool, Commandant. This is the
largest number of men to apply
for commissions since the QuarterI can't learn you nothing and it's
master
Corps authorized
the
sometimes rather difficult to teach
grants.
Colonel Pool said that any sen- you anything.
—Calhoun
ior who will graduate this year in
one of the following courses is
They don't know the answers to
elegible for the commissions: ac- these problems; they just make
counting, animal husbandry, busi- the damn things up.
ness administration, architecture,
—ZurBurg
food chemistry, industrial engineering, public utilities manageLooks like rain—the special units
ment, textile engineering and au- battalion will drill today.
tomotive, civil, electrical or mech—Helton
anical engineering.
Never tell your girl that you
made blue slips.
Let her think
you're studying.
—King

Thirteen Seniors
Get Commissions

BY THEIR
WORDS

Martin Will Speak
To Spartanburg Men

Professor S. Manor Martin, head
of the school of general science, will
be the guest speaker at the Masonic
District meeting at Cross Anchor,
Spartanburg, Friday night.
Tuesday night Professor Martin
will attend the meeting of the Recovery Lodge of the Greenville Masons.

Don't you think we'd better begin?
—Coker
Physicists
have always been
proud of the ancient Greeks. Now
we're beginning to be proud of
the modern ones.
—Orens
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Lecture Series As A Bonus
The suggestion has been made that the
Artists Course program committee uee
the unexpected surplus which has accumulated from the sale of tickets to this
season's performances for the purchase of
an outstanding lecture course series to
supplement the Artists programs.
This newspaper enthusiastically approves
the plan. Nothing—other than an established Artiets course—would pleaee us
more than to have an opportunity to hear
outstanding science, literary, and news
commentators.
We suggest that you contact some member of the program committee and express
your opinion regarding this extra concession.
In no event would it impair the quality
of the present program or incur any additional expense for the patrons.

Free Band Concert For Public?
One of the best ideas that we've heard
for the promotion of good will between
Clemson and the surrounding communities, is the proposal advanced by Chairman R. T. Gerrier of the Artists Course
Program committee, to bring the Navy or
Marine band back here next year for
two concerts.
The regular evening concert will, of
course, be reserved for students and other
holders of season tickets, but the band
under his plan would play a different concert during 'the afternoon in the open air
theater at which time all outsiders would
be admitted free. Special arrangements
would be made with all school officials
in this area to bring their pupils here by
bus for this performance.
The cost for this extra concert would
be negligible when the ultimate benefits
Clemson would receive from such favorable goodwill advertisement are considered.

We Want Sikes! Draft Him;
We've Drafted Great Men Before
On several occasions THE TIGER has
suggested that Clemson students be allowed every possible opportunity to hear
our President Emeritus, DR. ENOCH W.
SIKES.
This newspaper, like all Clemson folk
who know Dr. SIKES. is conscious of the
inestimable worth contained in every one
of Dr. SIKES' scholarly lectures, and we
know that Clemson men clamor for the opportunity to hear him.
We are suggesting that Dr. SIKES be allowed to give interested members of the
senior class the fruits of his new research
on South Carolina history in a course
next semester.
It has been suggested that some instructor in the history department could
collaborate with Dr. SIKES, and check the
roll (useless) and handle the testing and
grading. That sounds like a practical arrangement.
It is our earnest hope that we soon will
be able to print in the news columns of
this newspaper an announcement of the
inauguration of such a course.

Service Requested
We're disgusted! At Converse Tuesday
evening, we wasted one hour—a much
needed hour, too—trying to locate our
dates, but all to no avail.
We don't know whether some Wofford
friend was monopolizing the phone or
what, but it was annoying.
And we asked no less than a dozen of
those charming little lassies to "fetch"
our dates for us—that to no avail, too.
We begin to wonder if Converse is as
anxious to see us as, we them . . . and
doubt it!

S. M. Martin

THE TIGER this week salutes Major S.
Manor Martin, chairman of the general
science school governing committee and
Most Worshipful Grand Master of South
Carolina Masons,
Major is also chairman of the YMCA
Advisory board.
He has been identified with- Clemson
from the beginning and is truly a Clemson
character. Loved and respected'by all!

Arms Alone Inadequate—
"Many of us are convinced that democracy cannot be saved by arms
alone. Even if we are not drawn into
the war, even though England may
avoid defeat, the causes that destroyed the democracies of Europe/Will still
be at work. Totalitarianism, as it exists
today, is the outcome of the prolonged
unemployment, the economic hopelessness, the perverted training, and the
sense of insecurity of the great masses
of adult youth." Donald DuShane, president of the National Education Association, looks behind the threat to democracy.

We Wonder ... Why So Soon?
But Congratulations!
Our sincere best wishes are proffered to
the new heads of the Winthrop Johnsonian,
ELIZABETH CUNNINGHAM and NANCY COGGESHALL. They succeed two excellent journalists—and independent souls, too. We still
don't know exactly why the resignations
of BETTY RICHARDSON and SYLVIA NESS were
forthcoming, but we do know that during
their short lived career they came to earn
the unqualified respect of every college
newspaperman and woman in the state.
They can have a job as THE TIGER'S
Winthrop correspondents anytime they
want it and name their own price.
The Editor.

Captain And The Ladies
Captain Prank Jervey, of Washington,
D. C, has been personally responsible for
more female members of IPTAY, Clemson's alumnae service club, than has any
other member. Mrs. Jervey, her daughter,
and the latest addition to the family, a
young lady of a few months, are all paidup members for 1941.
Captain Jervey has long been one of
Clemson's most loyal supporters, and is
one of the very few persons who have
been honored with an honorary block C.
Though he was not an athlete while at
Clemson, he holds an honorary membership in the Block C. Club.
During his long association with Clemson, and Clemson men, Captain Jervey has
assisted large numbers of students. He is
one of Clemson's most valuable friends.
Hoke Sloan.

Reptile Economy
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Death from snakebites may be cheap;
but entertainment from the latedating
snakes we know ain't one bit economical
—on a Christmas Ball week-end or any
other. Ask Oscar!

Quotable Quotes:
"A diploma is no longer a bar to city
service. Of course, politicians do not like
highly educated people, but the politicians
no longer exercise much control. In every
department of the city, state and federal
service there are openings in technical
positions, in such fields as engineering,
architecture, public health, physics, chemistry and others for which the training
can be acquired only in college or in postgraduate work. We do need intelligent men
and women in every department of government and we want them to make it their
life work." New York City's Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia urges civil service as a career
for college graduates.

THERE ARE 99 COLLEGES FOR MENU
146 COLLEGES FOR. WOMEN AND 424
CO-ED INSTITUTIONS IN THE U.S.
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL, NEGRO, JUNIOR
AND NORMAL SCHOOLS THE TOTAL IS 1.709.
}**++++*++*****++*+++++++*++++*++f**+*+++f******+++*+4

Talk of the Town
By Mitchell Simmons
W##+*^*++++++*+*+*+++*++*++++*+++*++++++**+++++*+++*++t+4++*+3
It's almost Christmas again.
For most colleges the Christmas
holidays started yesterday. For
Clemson they will begin tomorrow—
two weeks and a week-end free
from scholastic worries, bugles,
formations, bust-sheets, and whatever else you want to be free from.
Free from these things, that is, unless you are one of the few who
can't forget shop, regardless of the
occasion. Most of us will forget.
We don't know exactly how
Christmas came to be celebrated
just as it is, but we know and are
glad that is it a joyous season.
More joyous for college students,
perhaps, than any other group.
For many college students it will
be the first time that they have
been home since the beginning of
school in September. And it is a
joyous occasion anytime a college
student gets a chance to go home.
Add the exurberance of the Christmas season to the usual joys of a
visit home, and you have the answer to the annual dream of every
college student.
We've dreamed about tomorrow
since September^ and tomorrow—
Friday—we'll be going or gone home.
Most of us will go to our seldom
heard-of South Carolina small
towns, some to occasionally-heardof towns, and some of us to California, New York, and just about
every other place in the United
States.
Some of us—at least the twelve
students from Puerta Rica—will
not go home. It takes too long to
make the trip. They will go home
with other students.
Regardless of where our home is,
though, most of us will be going
there, and for two weeks it'll be
bliss.

By MAYNARD PEARLS TINE
ANNAPOLIS TODAY
By RANDALL BANNING
Even though Clemson is a military college, nearly all of us are
interested in Annapolis, and anyone who has .any thought of becoming a midshipman at the academy will do well to read this book
through and through.
It gives
a good general history of the development of the Naval academy,
and the story it presents is authentic. As in the words of Rear
Admiral David Poote Sellers: "I
feel that it will serve as a standard
work.''
This picture or Annapolis as
seen by Kendall Banning is well
rounded and follows the career of
a typical midshipman from the
day he passes the exacting physical examinations to the time that
he receives his commission as an
ensign in the Navy or a second
lieutenant in the Marine corps.
We do actually see the intimate
details of a midshipman's life at
Annapolis.
For nearly 100 years the United
S-tates Naval Academy has trained
officers,
and in
consequence
abounds In tradition .and achievement. The incoming plebe is fully aware of the many old customs
at Annapolis, and thus new traditions are often literally started
overnight when first classmen teU
a bewildered and eager newcomer
that on May Day he must rise at
dawn and decorate the trees with
tissue paper, or some such? similar prank. The plebe knows no
better than to accept it as an established tradition.
The book is so very easy to
read, and each page is so engrossing that there is much about it to
like. ." . . The attractive chapter
headings, the helpful hints to visitors, the understanding attitude,
and a dozen other qualities," said
Carroll g. Alden, professor of English and History at the Naval
Academy. Annapolis Today has a
very useful section of answered
questions, which satisfy all our
curiosities about the academy. For
the visiting girl friend, or "drag"
as she is known at the academy,
there is a chapter titled "What
every Drag should know."
Mr. Banning presents his material in the book in such an interesting way, that it is bound to be
widely read. He has also written
West Point Today, a companion
volume to Annapolis Today, and
gotten it up in the same vivid
manner. Annapolis Today has
complete information on the ways
of entering
the academy,- and
both books are well illustrated
with good photographs.

that that Triple threat might
—that the Christmas carols over
do well to remember that even if third barracks way really do sound
Gasque is in Atlanta, he could good.
be "just gone but not forgotten".
—osear says—•
—that he went to the Christmas
Or does he know?? He should.
dance, and he still thinks the
—osear says—
—that "Jeep"
Desportes' two Jungaleers, are plenty good.
—osear says—
pictures
on the bulletin board
—that if it weren't for Troutshould be sent to Believe It Or
mouth, life over in new barracks
Not.
wouldn't be nearly so interesting.
—osear Bays—
—osear says—
—that Carter
and Williamson
—that he really believes Olin
follow each other around so much when he says that sometimes he
that they are beginning to look wishes he weren't a First Sergeant
alike.
at all. He knows about a hundred
•—osear says—■
other boys who share the same
—that he (osear) is sorry that sentiments.
he'll be gone when the yard en—osear says—
gines arrive, but he feels satisfied
—that he knows at least one
that "Hoby" can take care of all sergeant-major who thinks "the
of them.
season" has already started.
—osear Bays—

We'll probably go to a lot of
dances and sleep late the next
—osear says—
morning, a lot of us—that is one
—that when louder and more
of the priviledges of being at
blood-curdling shrieks are shrieked,
home. And we'll eat more than
you can count on Vereen to shriek
King Henry IX. And our girls will
'em .All it takes is the proper inprobably gain a few pounds, but
ducement.
we won't mind that as much as
—osear says—
—that Parson
Eve has never
they will. A few pounds doesn't
gotten
beyond
the stage' of hiding
mean much to us anyway. We'll
behind doors to say BOO to unstill think (know) they're tops.
suspecting passers-by.
We'll also probably
remember
■—osear says—
sometime during the holidays that
—tha tit's wonderful to be so
we are the luckiest nation on the
popular, with winthrop, Anderson,
face of the earth. Because we will
and the Zoo all tearing hair.
read nauseating headlines about
—osear says— "
the gruesome wars' that are being
—that he wonders how Mother
fought in other nations. Christmas
Colvin will be able to do with out
this year can't be a very joyous
his bust sheet for two whole weeks.
season for people in those nations.
We know that war is a hellish
thing, and hope that next year
we will again celebrate a peaceful Christmas. We'll hope that Britain can handle Hitler—with all
of the aid that we in America can
offer short of war.
We know, however, that the possibility of Britain winning the
struggle with Hitler is diminishing, and that the chances that we
tS'ill be involved in .the conflict
liext Christmas are greater than
ever. But we, the students of
Clemson and America, are not yet
resigned to fight a war. We want
By S. C.
peace.
In two very short weeks the
holidays will be over. Of course,
we will return to college from our
M. B. Hudnall (2) Sumter. I want
celebrations tired. It will take us
a pink slip on Physics.
| a weekj» get rested. Another jweek
L. H. Hardin (3) Charleston. I
to get back in the Swing of meet
By GUS WHAM
want an A in "steam".
ing classes. Then it will be examiFRIDAY AFTERNOON, "TEXAS
J. A. Burgess (1) Summerton. I
nations.
RANGERS RIDE AGAIN" — Re- want 20 gallons of gas.
But now it's almost Christmas. viewed in last week's edition.
C. L. Potter (4) Cowpens. I want
FRIDAY NIGHT AND SATURWe wish you exuberant joy for
DAY, "FLOWING GOLD'—Here's a good looking brunette, but I will
the Christmas season.
another action-advtenture picture settle for a blonde.
Frank Ivey (2) Savannah, Ga. I'd
with a trio of good marquee names
to top it off. There's speed and like to help make somebody happy.
P. R. Hambright (3) Grover, N. C,
thrills all the way through with
just the right amounts of comedy I want a few corporals who will let
and romance thrown in. John Gar- me sleep through reveille.
W. B. Cothran (2) Greenwood. I
field, Frances Farmer, and Pat
O'Brien head the cast of well want a good feed.
Dear Tom,
J. C. Andrews (3) Seneca. Three
known stars. Raymond Walburn,
We all have pet ideas about cer- Cliff Edwards, Tom Kennedy, and weeks.
tain things which we like to dis- Granville Bates come in for their
T. H. Pelser (1) Summerton. I
cuss with people. Some of these share of the honors in the supportideas are good, some are bad. But, ing roles. As the story gpes—Garfield, fugitive from a murder rap
I have an idea, which is not merely
which he says was in self-defense,
my own, but is shared by quite a comes to work in the oil fields.
few members of our student body O'Brien hires him and he saves
concerning the number of "key- O'Brien's life. The police find out
giving" organizations and the man- that Garfield is working in the oil
fields and come to carry him back
ner in which many of the watch to prison. He escapes but returns
chains are adorned on our camp- and meets Frances Farmer, the
us.
daughter of a prosperous well-ownNow, far be it from me to con- er. He falls in love with her and
demn a fellow for what he wears finally marries her. As the show
DRAFT OR GRAFT
on his watch chain, or the number ends, he and Frances go off to
Marriage
to you was the very last
of keys that he wears. It does clear his name. While not a world's
thing,
seem to me, however, that some beater, it's a "gusher" of roaring
chains are over-loaded with keys entertainment and should be inThen suddenly, "Hi, Babe; comeand charms that really have lit- teresting.
on, here's a ring!"
tle value, in that they required no
MONDAY, "THE GREAT Mcspecial merit to obtain. I believe GINTY"—Paramount brings movie You're kidding me none, man; It's
easy to see
that the value of a key would be- fans 85 minutes of real drama in
come much greater, if it was a this dramatization of the rise and
Conscription's the reason you're
key that "deserved" being display- fall of a political boss. The entire
marrying me!
ed from the chain of its wearer. cast have caught the feeling of the Say, I can remember *he day in
Certainly the intermingling of val- film and the result is excellent peryour life
uable keys that are emblems
of formances by Brian Donlevy, Akim
When you'da took poison before
hard work and faithful endeavour Tamiroff, Muriel Angelus and the
any wife,
with mere metal tags that any- supporting players. The direction I'd hint and I'd hint, and I'd worry
one could pick up with little ef- and settings are tops. Paramount
and worry
fort tends to lower and detract rates it as one of their better proSo love ain't the reason you're
from the really valuable and worth- ductions.
in such a hurry.
while keys. Pew men leave ClemTUESDAY NIGHT AND WED- I used to say: "Darling, don't this
son without having merited a real- NESDAY, "STRIKE UP THE
sound swell—
ly valuable key. Therefore, it seems BAND'—Mickey Rooney and Judy
A cute little church with a cute
to me that we should guard against Garland set out to transform the
little bell
letting ourselves forget and lower Riverwood High School Band into A nice little cottage all cozy and
the value of a key by wearing it a hot swing outfit with Rooney as
'comf
along beside a group of unneces- leader and Judy as the vocalist and
A bright little fire, and a wife
sary ornaments.
that's got 'umph'?"
the result is this comedy-drama
Tom, don't get me wrong, the rea- with music that hits a new high in And all you could say was: "I first
son I'm writing you is because you screen entertainment. It is packed
want my fling;"
are considered a broad-minded fel- with swell music, hilarious fun,
"There's plenty of time for a
low, and because you'11 understand spectacular ensemble effects, and
babe and a ring."
what I'm trying to say. I am defi- irrestible
rhythm
that'll
keep Nope, I can't believe that it's marnitely not opposed to cadets wear- even Tillie jumping in his chair.
riage you crave,
ing "worthy" keys. I think that it Paul Whiteman and his orchestra
It's just you're avoiding a damnis fine for a boy to wear keys that furnishes the red-hot music. And
ed early grave;
are emblems of hard work and don't miss seeing Mickey Rooney Conscription's the reason, and this
achievement. I am opposed only to beat the drums. It's a real show
is ho guess,
the wearing of a bunch of metal, with no ballyhoo intended.
But hell, what's the difference?
which, when studied «losely is
THURSDAY, "KNUTE ROCKNE The answer is "Yes."
merely that much extra weight to —ALL AMERICAN" — Supposedly
—SWIPED
carry around, representing merely one of the better productions of the
Pat O'Brien, as Knute
the effort it took to put them on year.
Joan Doyle and Jeanne Schoonthe chain.
Rockne gives show-goers the most over are members of Prof. Cora B.
Sincerely,
spirited and sincere portrayal of Hennel's algebra class at Indiana
Bill Awtrey.
his career. The plot of the picture University. In 1913 their mothers
deals with the life of Knute Rockne were algebra classmates under the
University of Oregon medical and the trials he encountered be- same instructor.
school experiment;! indicate man coming football's immortal hero.
may stay young a long time by con- It's really a great picture and one it ask him to whip you in the
trol of a fat-like substance, choles- that you definitely shouldn't let know about whether you and your
slip by. If your old lady has seen fifteen cents should part.
terol, in his diet.

Shoot the
SHOW

■—osear says—

—that he wonders if Chief Hollis
did some of that snaking on his ole
lady Littlejohn last week-end. He
knows the facts all too well.
—osear says—

—that his old
warm.

lady

is getting

•—osear says—

—that he wonders whether Simmons went to Lander just for the
trip or whether the good buddy
really has seen the handwriting on
the wall at the zoo.
—osear says—

—that he wonders how to spell
that ad Bill Cline has been going
to Greenville to get for the "Slip
Stick."

Stribling.

WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?

Tom Clemson Writes
The Honorable S. Claus
North Pole, America
Dear Mr. Claus:
I suppose that I have written
about everybody else around and
about except you this year. And I
guess that just about everybody else
around and about has written you
except me. It's time I woke up and
wrote you.
I'm really not looking for consideration for myself, Mr. Claus, so
you can't compare me to the snatch
juniors who get particularly neat
and obnoxious when the military
season warms up in the spring.
I am rubbing your fur, though, to
get you in the proper frame of
mind when you come around this
section to visit some Clemson men.
We guess what most seniors want
is a job, Santa, and that most
juniors are still asking for boots.
We know that there won't be enough
of either to go around, but make
them go as far as they will, Old
Man.
We suppose, too, friend, that a lot
of our sophomores and freshmen
would like mostly to have more
stripes. I personally don't think
they are so pretty, but a lot of these
students do, so see if you can't do
something about it for them. They
could be delivered next September
if you are overloaded on your
Christmas hop.
I'm not sure that you deal in
boots and stripes, but I have heard
a lot of students say that Santa
Claus must have brought various
students their military position
(judging from the way they handle
the position, of course) so it may
be that you do after all.
Also be kind, Old Man, to our
sister institutions. If any of them
want a man—just have a care that
you deliver a Clemson man. I can
supply you with a list of eligibles.
I'll have a larger list of eligibles
after the holidays, however.
I hear, Old Boy, that there are
a lot of snakes at our sister schools.
Oscar has- told me about them. If
all that he has told me is true, be
kind to snakes, too, because if she
is a snake she is probably some
Clemson man's girl friend.
I guess that is about all that I'll
ask for this time, except a new editor for this newspaper. The old
staff is all for a new one, too.
Wishfully,
Tom Clemson

—osear says—

—that he (osear) smells a rat.
—that the Zoo really has the
Intermural Champ Chuharski re- right idea about mistletoe.
ceived a "shiner"
from "D. B."
—osear says—
—that the Christmas spirit is
Trammel. Must have happened
wonderful. Too bad the price is so
under pecooliar circumstances.
—osear says—
prohibitive.
—osear says—
—that "Hawkeye" Barton should
—that is some of our aspiring
make an excellent track man. He
seems to be doing alright in his company commanders would cast
dashes around the mess hall dish- an eye in the direcion of company
L-2 they could probably see the
ing out demerits.
light.
—osear says—
—osear says—
—that he knows some citizens
—'twas the night after Christaround here who do entirely too
mas Dances and all through the
much talking.
house not a creature was stirring
—osear says—
—that the way "Mama" Ham- only the snakes.
—osear says—•
bright shudders when he (osear)
—that he thought of the song
looks at Mama's little dog certainly amuses him. Mama should know when he saw "C" of Converse sign
by this time about Oscar's kind- in at 7:20 (A. M.) in the books
last Saturday morn.
ness to his four-footed frtends.

OSHEfe

want peace, quiet, and sleep.
D. B. Campbell (2) Dillon. I want
three dates—with the same girl.
O. T. Hinton (2) Pickens A little
peace of mind.
Frank Hinnant (4) Ridgeway. I
want a set of "tails."
Joe Watson (1) Ridge Spring. I
want a "2".
Ed CaddeUe (3) Hartsville. A fair
Miss.
J. H. Mappus (2) Charleston. I'd'
like a portable radio.
A. C. Alexander (1) Cleveland, O.
I'd like to get on the good side of
Professor Gee.
Ray Maynard (2) McBee. I want
a new "cits" outfit.
W. C. Garrett (3) Charlotte. I
want a nine foot snow so I won't
have to come back after the holidays.
M. W. Rickenbaker (4) Summerton
A case of shot-gun shells.
J. K. Long (I) Greenwood. A new
red tie.
B. N. Suddeth (1) Clinton. I want
Santa to bring my mamma a daughter-in-law.
J. H. Godfrey (3) Fort Mill. I
want Santa to make me like my idol,
Gene Johnston.
S. T. Turner (2) Greenville. I want
a girl with a Buick.
J. W. Galway (3) Greenville. I
want the ability to pass Stevenson's
course in electricity.
T. A. Bessent (3) Sparrow's Point.
I want a red Buick convertible.
C. A. Parris (1) Blacksburg. I want
to go home.
J. W. Skardon (3) Walterboro. A
machine gun and a blue fire-truck.
Tom NoeJ (1) Rock Hill. I want a
new car.
R. E. Marvin (3) Walterboro. I
want a date with Hedy Lamarr.
W. H. Donly (3) Columbia. I want
a beautiful blonde and never mind
the wrappings.
C. L. Simmons (4) Spartanburg.
I want a new trombone mute.
G. O. Perkins (2) Philadelphia, Pa.
A pretty girl.
Buck Adickes (3) York. I want my
love to keep me warm.
J. O.Dysart (2) GreenviUe.1 want
my rich uncle to sober up and give
me a thousand bucks.
J. W. Hare (1) Anderson. To rate
reveille the rest of the year.
J. K. Benfield (4) York.- I want
Professor Hicks to have a wonderful
time so that he will be in a better
mood after Christmas. Also, a new
"ole lady".
W. Bennett (4) Orangeburg.
I
want six lessons from Madam Lftzonga.
G. E. Williams (1) Orangeburg. I
want a girl to give that bracelet to
that I've already bought.
J. R. Dickson (1) York. I want «
pink slip on drawing.
C. E. Yoder (2) Abbeville. I want
somebody to teach me how to jitterbug so I can go to my girl's dance.
H. A. Coleman (3) Mt. Pleasant.
■I want that Jungaleer bus to run
—the whole holidays.
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Bengal Athletic Teams Finish Year With 67Per Cent Batting Average
Bonnie Banks And
Jumping Joe Are
Outstanding Stars

BY LARRY COKER
A new basketball season has begun, and with it begins the Tigers' quest for another conference crown.. With
the football title in the bag, the cagers go about the serious
business of holding up their end of Clemson's athletic program. To do their part for Clemson the basketballers must
turn 'in a successful season, to accomplish this end they
must win all games, and to win games they must play
good basketball. In their performance against the University of Georgia they did just that.
GEORGIA GAME
Although losing to the aggregation from Georgia the
Tigers did much to ease their supporters' fears and
erase the doubts as to their potential strength. The
experience that the Georgians had gained in previous
contests this season coupled with the fact that they
were hot, or lucky, and good on those one-hand shots
from way out seemed to be the determining factor that
brought victory to the boys from Georgia.
The Clemsons playing their initial game of the season
were faced with the disadvantage of not having played together as a team. The presence in the lineup of sophomores
Chipley and Craig, who were playing their first varsity
game is indicative of the fact that Coach Norman is building his team with an eye to the future.
The Clemson team gave a good account oi itself t ndav night. While losing to the Bulldogs they scored
51 points, and 51 points should be enough to win almost any ball game. In fact, last year after the return
of McFadden to the lineup only two teams scored more
than that against the Tigers. Duke and Wake Forest
scored 54 and 53 points, respectively.
Friday night's game was free scoring and rather rough
at times and served to reassure us that Clemson's team
still has what it takes to win ball games. Stan Lancaster
proved that he is about the best floor man, ball handler,
and all-around basketballer in the business. He was handicapped somewhat during the greater part of the game by
his accumulating three fouls in the first few minutes. Dude
Buchanan still has a great eye for the basket, and his lefthand shot still carries with it a lot of deception and effectiveness.
, _.,
,
Whitey Graham, the little boy on the Clemson team,
played about the scrappiest game imaginable. Whitey
Covers the court and is always on that ball. "Hawk
Craig and Bill Chipley, the two newcomers to the lineup, Proved their worth as college ball players. Craig
and Buchanan led the Clemson scoring for the night
with 13 points each. Both Craig and Chipley made their
first letters in football this past season and are the only
footballers on the basketball team. Chipley playing
with a bad wrist did a great job at the pivot post for
the Tigers.
The Georgia encounter marked the first appearance
of sophomores Freeny, Moise, Sears, and Milford on the
Clemson hardwood. This adds force to the opinion we have
expressed before—Coach Norman is building for the future As these reserves gain experience and knowledge of
the 'same their contributions to the Clemson cause will
aid greatly in making for a successful 40-41 basketball
S63.S0H

NEELY AND McFADDEN
Two Clemson products, former coach Jess Neely and
his star pupil All-American McFadden, have been doing all
right this past football season. Neely has received national
recognition for his wonderful work at Rice which resulted
in a reversal of form in the Owl team. He took over a
Rice team that won only one game and tied one m 1939,
and made it into one of the leading contenders in the
Southwestern Conference. Neelys Rice team this year lost
only to Tulane, Texas A. & M., and S. M. U. By downing
the Owls 7-6 S. M. U. gained the conference co-championship To top 'off his 1940 football season, Neely will coach
the Southern all-stars in the annual Blue-Gray all-star
classic December 28 at Birmingham, Alabama.
Bonnie Banks, like coach Neely, went from Clemson
on to bigger things. His performances as a pro footballer with the Brooklyn Dodgers were among the best
contributed by any rookie in pro history. McFadden
suffered a hip ailment in the middle of the season
which slowed him up quite a bit, but the way he continued his athletic career is pro football stamps him as
Clemson's outstanding athlete of all time.
FREDDIE'S INTRAMURALS
Clemson's intramural program directed by Freddie
Kirchner affords an opportunity to all students to participate in some form of athletics. The program is carried
out on an informal basis with the company the unit of
competition, each company's teams being under the supervision of the company A & R officer. Freddie has been
doing a great job of promoting these intramural sports
which are a very necessary part of Clemson's student activities. Among the sports appearing on the intramural
program are: swimming, ping-pong, basketball, volleyball,
handball, track and field events, and softball.
About two-thirds of all the students at Clemson take
part in the various sports handled through intramural office, and there is always an opening on some team for
every student who wishes to participate.
THE MANAGERS
At a time when there is still much talk of the last
football season, the heroes, the goats, and even the
scrubs and bohunks who are truly the unsung heroes
of all football teams, there is another group of men
who do a lot of work and don't receive much recogninition. They are the managers. The managers have the
job of looking after all equipment, making arrangements to accommodate visiting teams, looking after the
players, and doing everything that has to be done
around the dressing rooms. Every sports team at Clemson has its manager and their duties vary with the
teams to which they belong. This year the football Tigers' managerial capacities were ably filled by Abbie
Cameron and Butch Sanders.
These men worked hard and deserve a little credit
for doing their job well.

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
Wishes you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
EXPERT CLEANING & PRESSING AND
SHOE REPAIRING

By JOE SHERMAN
As Father Time creeps to the
end of another calendar year,
Clemson College athletes can look
back on a batting average of
slightly higher than 63 per cent
for the five major sports programs
of the past twelve months. In that
period the Tigers have played leading teams of the Southern, Southeastern, and SIAA
Conferences,
and one intersectional foe.
Including the Cotton Bowl game
with Boston College—played on
January 1, 1940 — Clemson teams
have engaged in 58 major sports
contests and emerged with 37 victories, 18 defeats and three ties.
The Tiger basketballers, hitting
a slump after having .won the 1939
Southern Conference championship, contributed 12 of the 18 losses; the football and baseball
teams lost two each; and the boxing and track teams lost only one
each.
Southern Conference championships were captured by the boxing
and football teams, while the baseball, basketball, and track outfits
came home with south Carolina
championships.
Outstanding individual accomplishments since last January include the selection of Banks McFadden on the Colliers All-America basketball team and the selection of Joe Blalock on the 1940
Hearst International All-America
football team. Last spring McFadden was also warded the Teague
Memorial trophy, awarded annually
to the most outstanding all-round
athlete of the Carolinas.
Other individual honors were
gained by Harvey Ferguson and
Warren Wilson, Conference lightheavyweight and heavyweight boxing champions respectively; and
Joe Blalock, Charlie Timmons, and
George Fritts, all-Southern Conference football end, fullback, and
tackle respectively.
The year also saw Frank Howard, "line coach here since 1931,
elevated to the position of head
coach and director of athletics.
Howard succeeded Jess Neely, who
resigned after nine years at the
helm of Clemson athletics to accept a position at Rice Institute.

Block C Men
Formally Tap
New Members
The Block C club held formal
initiation Tuesday night for the
ten members of the this year's
football team and the two senior
managers who were awarded their
letters. This terminated a two
weeks period of informal initiation
which the new members have undergone.
The men who were inducted into
the club are players Booty Payne,
Tom Wright, Charley Wright, John
Cagle, Red
Sandifer,
Calloway
Stanford, Sid
Tinsley, Harold
Pierce, Hugh Wright, Joe Richardson and Managers Camerson and
Sanders, Bill Chipley and Marion
Craig were absent from the final
festivities because they are members of the basketball team now
away on a northern tour.
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CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.

William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
MERMEN—Posed along the edge of the YMCA
Pool are the members of the Life Saving Class
which Hobie Holtzendorff is conducting here
now. Shown in the picture are: E. N. Van
Duyne, J. W. Welborn,. J. G. Mannn, C. E.
Humphries, R. H. Bossett, J. B. Gray, J. C. Watson, V. W. Cook, S. M. Shuler, S. G. Stanley,
P. C. Auwtry, J. J. Valldejuli, W. K. Ousley,

Tigers Beaten
By William And
Mary Quintet
. William and Mary's fast-breaking offensive proved too much
Tuesday night for a Clemson
quintet, and the Indians won their
first Southern Conference basketball game of this season, 60-40.
With rangy Glenn Knox and
Virgil Andrews leading the way,
William and Mary jumped into a
10-2 lead in the first three minutes
of play, and had increased the
margin to 19-7 after 10 minutes of
the period.
A Clemson rally in the last minutes of the first half, paced by
Marion Craig, failed to close the
gap and the Indians walked off
the floor at intermission with a
30 to 22 lead. Craig led the Tiger
scorers with 17 points.

Tiger Gunmen
To Shoot With
Greenville Team
The Tiger rifle team is scheduled to take on the Greenville Civilian shooters tonight at 7 o'clock
at the college range. Tha Greenville team, which is composed of
business men, professional men, and
national guardsmen, fired a match
with the Bengals experts last year/
only to come out on the short end
of the score by the small margin
of 30 points.
The match will be fired in the
prone, sitting and standing positions, with a maximum limit of 10
rounds per target.
Major Sims, who is in charge of
the shooters, is looking forward to
a good season and he expects this
year's team to exceed that of any
team that Clemson has had before.
"The boys are coming along in fine
style," he said, "and some of the
boys that are new at the game may
push out the oldsters."
Fourteen-year-old Pamela Harvard Williams, war refugee from
Wales, who is a guest of Prof. William Chase of Harvard, is a descendant ' of John Harvard, founder of
the university.

CLEMSON BASK ETBALL SQUAD
F
Henry Buchanan
Anderson, S. C.
F
Whitey Graham
Salisbury, N. C.
Russell Abee
C
Hickory, N. C.
Stanley Lancaster
G
Spartanburg, S. C.
Walter Williams
G
Swansea. S. C.
G-F
Francis Coakley
Washington, D. C.
George Coakley
G-F
Washington, D. C.
Bill Chipley
C
Lynchburg, Va.
Marion Craig
G
Greenville, S. C.
Walter Sears
F
Lynn, Mass.
F
Bob Moise
Sumter, S. C.
F
Sam Freemy
Annapolis Md.
F
Ralph Ellis
Little River, S. C.
Lee Milford
G
Clemson, S. C.

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H. S. Higgins, W. C. White. L. J. Gabriels, B.
L. Walsh, S. J. Welch, S. M. Rast, J. H. Gryson, J. B. Rh»me, B. C. Bristol, R. S. Malcomson, R. L. Bull, R. A. Brown, J. W. Sanders, D.
C. Walker, L. E. Platt, R. H. Mason, H. D. Richardson, W. S. Simpson, J. A. Sears, J. B. Dickson, W. Rudduck, E. Brooks, A. E. Hiller and G.
Thompson.

Five Georgia 'Dogs
Defeat Tigers 65-51

STEWART-MERRITT CO.
Quality Men's Wear Since 1907

KALANCHOE,
AND BEGONIA
PLANTS
Horticultural Department Greenhouse

Greenville

HEADQUARTERS FOR ELGIN, BULOVA,

COME TO CLEMSON
DURING the HOLIDAYS

Totals
29
7
13
65
CLEMSON
G. F.G. P.F. T.P.
Buchanan, f
5
3
1
13
Craig, f
6
1
3
13
Milford, f ........ 0
0
0
0
Sears, f
o
o
0
0
Chipley, c
2
0
1
4
Abee, c
„ „ 1
0
0
2
Lancaster, g ...... 3
1
3
7
Graham, g
2
4
1
8
Coakley, g
o
o
0
0
Moise, g .......... 0
2
0
2
Freeny, g
l
o
o
2
Totals :

20

11

9

51

Jan. 6-7—"Dreaming Out Loud"—Lum and Abner and Frances Langford.
Other pictures coming soon include:
"Comrade X" with Clark Gable and Hedy Lamarr.
"Flight Command," with Robert Taylor and Ruth Hussey.
"The Ziegfeld Girl," with Lana Turner, Hedy Lamarr and Judy Garland.
"Tortilla Flat," with Spencer Tracy.
"The World We Make," with Norma Shearer.
Admission 15c in the afternoon and 20c after 6:00 o'clock.
During the holidays from December 19 to January 6, pictures will begin
at 3:00 in the afternoon and run continuously until 11:30 at night.

When In Greenville Stop at
PETE'S LUNCH No. 2
For Short Orders and
Sandwiches
N. Main St.
Greenville

If in as late as 9:40 one may see the entire program, at Clemson.
For special parties or groups please write to Clemson, also for schedule.

Waltham Wrist
WATCHES

NOW ON DISPLAY

Ladies' or Men's
t0

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY

$39.95

RADIOS
Table Models
RCA
to

$9.95

$29.95

Sheaffer
Fountain Pen &
Pencil Sets
DESK SETS

POINSETTIA,

219 North Main Street

Half-time score:
Georgia 30,
By BEN CHESTOCHOWSKI
HAMILTON WATCHES
The Clemson Tigers dropped the Clemson 24.
Officials:
Toohey (Newberry)
opening game of their '40-'41 basPay As Low As 50c Down—50c Weekly.
ketball season to a veteran Georgia and Alexander (Duke).
quintet by the score of 65-51.
Taking the court as the "big question mark team" of the Southern
Conference, the Tigers proceeded
to show speed and deception which
held the Georgians in hand for the
major part of the game. The first
half saw the score going back and
forth, with Georgia leading most
of the way but never able to increase the lead by more than three
baskets. Things did not start popOutstanding pictures to be shown at Clemson picture show soon:
ping until the closing minutes of
the game, when the visitors put on
Dec. 19 and afternoon of 20—"The Texas Rangers Ride Again," with
a spurt and kept widening the gap
Ellen Drew, John Howard and May Robson.
with the Tigers frantically doing
their best to stop them.
Dec. 20 and afternoon and night of 21—"Flowing Gold," with John Gar«
Starting the second portion of
field and Pat O'Brien, Frances Farmer.
the game like a new team, Georgia
swept into a surprising spree and
Dec. 23 and afternoon of 24—"The Great McGinty" with Brian Donlevy,
increased the score before the TiMurial Angelus and Akim Tamiroff.
gers were able to settle down. Slowly Clemson began to get back on its
Night of 24 and afternoon and night of 25—"Strike Up The Band' with
feet and once again led by ',Hawk"
Craig and his beautiful overhead
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland and Paul Whiteman and Orchestra.
shots, almost caught up with the
Georgians. A repetition of scoring
Dec. 26 and afternoon of 27—"Knute Rockne, All American," with Pat
by the two teams came on at this
O'Brien and Gale Paige.
point, and the lead although held
by Georgia was kept close by the
Night of 27 and afternoon and night of 39—"Escape," with Norma Shearer
speedy Ti^r quintet.
and Robert Taylor.
vThe lineups:
GEORGIA
G. F.G. P.F. T.P.
On December 24 from 10 A. M. to 2:50 P. M. special educational, travel
Killian, f
4
0
2
8
reels and cartoons will be run free for white children and on the 25 of
Moore, f
4
0
2
8
December these same reels will be run for the colored children free from
Rowland, f
1
0
1
Pestetski, f
0
0
1
10 A. M. to 2:50 P. M.
Kirkland, c
8
3
1
Bryant, c
2
0
1
Dec. 30 and 31 "Untamed" with Ray Milland and Akim Tamiroc.
Williams, c
0
0
0
Chatham, g
9
3
4
Jan. 1-2—"No Time For Comedy" (the famous Katherine Cornell play)
Rentz, g
1
l
o
with Rosalind Russell and James Stuart.
Solms, g
0
0
0
Hitchcock, g
o
0
1
Jan. 3-4—"The Return of Frank James," with Henry Fonda.

$17.95
We Invite You To Do Your Christmas
Shopping With Us.

uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

FOR CHRISTMAS
NECKLACES—BRACELETS
COMPACTS—NOVELTIES
PINS—COLLEGE & CLASS KEYS
•—•—•

SELECT YOUR GIFT NOW

Bath Powders
PERFUME
MANICURE SETS

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
Largest Assortment
Ever
All Prices
Individual Cards &
Boxes. SEE THEM
Whitman's
Nunnally's
Norris
Hollingsworth
CANDY

L C. Martin Drug Co
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book And Supply Store
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Calhoun Forensic Society Inducts Fifty New Members This Week
Stoddard Lists
Milford Named
Eligible Members Vice-President
Fifty new members of the Calhoun Forensic Societies will this S. Conference
week be formally initiated Presi. dent R. L. Stoddard announced today. The new members were accepted by the society earlier in the
year, but due to pressing forensic
engagements the initiation period
was postponed
until this week,
Stoddard said.
• The initiates are S. K. Able,
Saluda; R. L. Allison, Pauline; R.
M. Anderson, Greenwich, Conn.;
H. R. Barnard, Orlando, Pla.; W.
Bennett, Orangeburg; G. H. Bradley, New Smyrna Beach, Pla.; E.
E. Dodsoh, Columbia; G. N. Dunlap, Tucapau; C. W. Elvington,
Nichols; C. S. Evans, Greelyville;
R. H. Fowler, Columbia; J. N.
Frowein,
Spartanburg;
T. W.
Gage, Anderson; W. H. Goggins,
Newberry; M. Goldin, Charleston;
F. A. Gregg, Florence; L. H. Hance,
Lancaster; R. M. Hendrix, Greer;
C. J. Hipp, Greenwood; J. P. Hodges, Blenhiem; E. P. Huguenion,
Rigeland.
Also W. H. King, Ninety Six; A.
D. Lewis, Marion; A. C. Littlejohn,
Jonesville; H. L. Lemaster, Gaffney; D. O. Martin. Pendleton; O.
A. Mays,
Columbia, H. R. Mays,
Columbia; W. H. Miller, Greenville; E. L. B. Osborne, Hardeeville; R. F. Poole, Jr., Clemson;
D. C. Rogers, Pelzer; J. W. Sanders, Henderson, N. C; J. W.
Simpson, Anderson.
Others are W. S. Simpson, Anderson; J. H. Stevenson, Marion;
A. A. Still, Blackville; R. H.
Strange, Sumter; C. D. Sumner,
Bat Cave, N. C; J. L. Wanamaker,
Lexington; R. G. Watson, Spartanburg; H. R. Weintraub, Asheville; D. B. Wentzel, Clemson; F.
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DO YOU KNOW THAT

The College
Cafe
(Member of National
Restaurant Association)

SERVES THE
FINEST MILK
WE CAN OBTAIN
We Carry
W. M. Murdock's
(Clemson Graduate)

GRADE "A"
PASTEURIZED MILK
From As Sanitary A
Dairy As Can Be
Found In South Carolina

"DRINK MILK
THAT YOU KNOW
IS AS PURE AS
IT IS HEALTHFUL"

Dr. Lee Milford, Chairman of the
Clemson College Athletic Association, was liamed Vice-President for
the coming year, together with Dr.
A. W. Hobbs of the University of
North Carolina, who was elected
president succeeding Dr. W. H. Wannamaker of Duke University, and
Col. William Couper of V. M. I, who
was re-elected secretary-treasurer,
at the annual meeting
of the
Southern Conference held at Charlotte, N. C.
The
Conference
also elected
George Washington University of
Washington as its sixteenth member,
following the proposal of Geary
Ephley of the University of Maryland. The vote was unanimous, and
George Washington's membership
becomes effective September 1, 1941.
The football committee reported
that it felt no code of ethics in football was necessary due to the high
standards now in force among the
conference football teams. Dr. Wannamaker, the retiring president, followed with his report, saying "I
don't think there is room for criticism to any extent in our conference with regard to subsidization
of athletes". He also said that while
some instances perhaps might evoke
criticism, comparatively speaking,
but in the main the conference was
going along very well. He reported
cooperation and pleasant relations
among the members during the last
year.
The following dates of meets were
voted upon by the conference starting with the 1941 basketball tournament to be held in Raleigh February 28-March 1: the indoor track
meet at the University of North
Carolina (date set by the by-laws
as last Saturday in February); the
cross country meet at Maryland the
third Monday in November, and
the outdoor track meet at William
and Mary on the third Saturday cf
May; boxing tournament .at the University of South Carolina in February, the date to be set by the boxing committee; the wrestling meet
at Maryland on March 1; the golf
tournament at Hot Springs, Va., the
second Saturday in May; and the
tennis tournament at Duke on the
second or third Saturday in May,
the date to be decided later.
The conference adopted proposals
to increase the eligibility period for
students called to military service
from five to as many as seven years;
to change the date of the conference cross country meet from the
Saturday before Thanksgiving to
the third Monday in November; and
to apply the conference rule limiting participation in college athletics
to one freshman and three varsity
years to "all competition after registration in any institution above
secondary rank". This, it was explained, would limit to two years
in conference competition junior
college transfer students who had
participated in junior college sports
two years before coming to a conference school.
The meeting adjourned after selecting Richmond as the next city
in which the annual meeting -will
be held.
Representatives—faculty advisers
and coaches—of Maryland, University of Richmond, William and Mary,
V. M. I., V. P. I., Washington and
Lee, North Carolina, N. C. State,
Duke,
Wake Forest,
Davidson,
Clemson, Furman, South Carolina,
and The Citadel attended
the
meeting.
T. West, Marion; R. C. Wiggins,
Hophins; S. A. Williamson, Aiken;
B. E. Thrailkill, Laurens; J. C.
Bolt, Gray Court; and J. M. Kllnk,
North Augusta.
Best Wishes for a
Very Merry Christmas
FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SHOP
Across L. C. Martin Drug Store

THE DE-LUXE DINER
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER

Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
Greenville, S. C.

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVA1VT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1
Anderson, South Carolina

CLEMSON CLOSE-UPS

Dairy Course Be
Offered To Best
Vocational Men

By J. Herbert McCoy
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The Clemson Dairy department is
arranging a six weeks short course
in dairying to give practical training in dairying methods to selected
students who have taken vocational
agriculture, according to Professor
J. P. LaMaster, head of the dairy
department, and C. G. Sushman,
extension dairyman.
The course is planned to meet
the present shortage of young men
qualified for dairy herd improvement work and to prepare for such
jobs as testors for milk plants,
herdsmen, and official tests supervisors. Such jobs pay $60 to $120
per month, and the dairying authorities believe that there is fine
opportunity in those fields of dairy
work, as well as good experience toward other opportunities in the
dairy industry.
Instruction will be given by the
Dairy Department staff aided by
extension dairy specialists, in dairy
cattle breeding, feeding, and management, use of the Babcock test,
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING—For the second time in a year, the corner stone for a new Clemrecord keeping, etc.
son-Calhoun school building was laid last Friday. The first new building burned shortly after it was
Young men who are interested
completed last fall. Shown in the ceremony are Professor Francis M. Kinard, a member of the
should write at once to Prof. J. P.
school board, Professor S. Manor Martin, head of South Carolina Masons, who conducted the cereLaMaster, Dairy Department, Clemmony, Professor W. B. Aull, chairman of the school board, and Frank Anderson, member of the
son, S. C, who states that the
school board. The new structure will be named for Professor Martin.
course will be started as early in
January as possible.
er fixed meet will bring the UniApplicants should be 18 to 25
versity of Miami to Clemson on
years of age, and should have had
February 27. The road schedule in.some vocational agriculture or
cludes Georgia Tech, Emory Uniequivalent experience and aptitude.
versity,
Tennessee,
Washington
The total cost for the six weeks,
and Lee and V. M. I.
including tuition, room, meals,
No statements have been issued
Professor Lawrence V. Starkey,
P. B. Holtzendorff, varsity swimmedical and hospital charges, noteregarding the
of the animal husbandry depart- ming team coach, has announced by Holtzendorff
books, etc., Is estimated at $59.50.
a partial schedule for the 1941 sea- strength of the team, but he exment, was installed as president of son, beginning with a home meet pressed the desire that more men
the Anderson Kiwanis club for 1941 with North Carolina State on Jan- would come out as there are quite
at a dinner meeting of the club in uary 25. The Universities of Ten- a few vacant, berths. Martin and
the Clemson mess hall last Thurs- nessee and Georgia follow on the Gregory are the only two varsity
schedule, but no definite dates men who are doubtful starters due
day night.
have been set as yet. The only oth- to their injuries.
Dr. J. Rion McKissick, president
of the University of South Carolina,
was the principal speaker at the
Full color illustrated letterheads, calendars, commercial ChristDr. R. F. Poole, president, was in- dinner which was attended by more
mas cards, commercial printed forms of all kinds.
! troduced to the Marion alumni club than 135 Kiwanians, their wives,
at a meeting in the Marion Hotel and guests.
Monday night. This was the first
Dr. McKissick, who was introducAnderson, S. C.
E. Benson St.
time that Dr. Poole has met with ed by Harold Major, Anderson at. this club.
torney adn a graduate of both ClemAttending the meeting from here son and the University of South
| were: Dr. Poole, Frank Howard, Carolina, spoke on the "Spirit of
head coach, and Jake Woodward, South Carolina Womanhood," and
alumni secretary. Toastmaster for said that women have "wrought
the meeting was Frank Mclver, a mightily in the building of the Palmember of the club.
metto state."
President of the Marion County
L. W. Jackson, retiring president
alumni club is Judge Strom Thur- of the club, presented the presimond, of Edgefield.
dent's jin, the Gong, and the Gavel, which was made from wood of
DANCING CLASS
the Calhoun Mansion, to Professor
The dancing class under the di- Starkey as emblems, of his authorirection of Mrs. j. M. Lineberger
ty.
will hold a dance in the clubThe Little Symphony orchestra
rooms of the Y Thursday night of Clemson, under the direction of
it was announced this week. Cam- Mrs. Paul Miller, rendered music for
pus girls will furnish the feminine the evening.
| attraction.
The dancing class consists
of
about twenty cadets who have been
receiving instruction under the direction of Mrs. Lineberger for the
I past two and a half wetks.
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AT THE CALHOUN-CLEMSON CORNERSTONE LAYING

Starkey Made
President Of
Kiwanis Club

COLONEL

$

Marion Grads
Hear Poole
Monday Night

P/*A

Swimming Team
Arranges Meets

THE HIGHWAY OF BUSINESS—

ELECTRIC CITY PRINTING CO.

Winthrop
Dispatches
Winnie doesn't see anything going on at Winthrop except the
four classes are decorating their
rooms in Johnson Hall. Of course,
each class thinks it is going to
win the $5.00 prize. The famous
Winthrop Christmas tree on front
campus is attracting a lot of attention—as usual.
We heard Connie Smith rejoicing over Hoby Holtzendorf's approaching visit to Winthrop—an
athletic match is burning.
Is Fritz in a rut or a "Dent"?
We'll let Virginia Gourdin or Nanalie Stokes answer this.
Jeanette Dukes certainly
can
take it—about a sudden stop to
Christmas dances.
And so, Amelia Talbert is In a
mix-up at Clemson.
Maggie wondering who
would
sponsor for the Clemson
Peedeeans dance.
Sara Ellen Cunningham holds
her ranking already to Ring Dances.
That friends hope that Chick
Dunham, alias Edgar Wingfield
Jr., enjoyed his first visit to Winthrop—although there is a possibility that he didn't.
Roseanne Guess-ing who Rhame
Guyton
(give 'em all
a thrill)
came over to date
her!
Winnie says "Amen" to Oscar's
saying about Jesse Evans'— but
for a change he was seen with two
prominent Seniors—where was that
Soph?
Polly Califf, famous for her AllCitadel mail, also has interests at
Clemson. What? Is there another
jack-pot coming?
We .see Peg Williams,
ye ole
Winthrop gal, on the dance list
for Christmas dances. Wish we
had i. dance list to entice some
of our brood back.
Martha Todd and Duck Lindsay certainly have stuck to each
other. Our regrets that Martha
doesn't have any more cuts.
Also, Winnie wishes she knew 11
the Tiger was coming out next
week. It's a staff privilege (?).

Valuable Premiums
Fox Snapshooters
Snapshots developed and printed on
guaranteed sparkling velox paper-6 or
8 exposure rolls
12 or 16 expoiuic
rolls, 30c
FREE Marchandia*
Coupons included with
•acK order.
Chooso attractive prt..»»
from many novel and useful
article*

PIXIE FILM SEBVICE (',?,£?) Atlanta, Co.

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT
... ITS THE SMOKER'S CIGARET

FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS

Smokers like yourself find

CHESTERFIELDS

FURNITURE COMPANY
309 South Main

Anderson, S. C.

very refreshing with their

Phone 70

COOLER
BETTER TASTE

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure ...

Jlivery time you light tip a
Chesterfield you know why it
is called the Smoker's Cigarette.
It's because Chesterfield's right
combination of the finest tobaccos grown gives you everything a smoker could ask for
...a cooler, better taste that i9
definitely milder. You can't buy
a better cigarette.

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men

ELLEN DREW
Paramount Star
ffAJJ ' >
°nd 1940 Choice fop
*jl Mis» Veteran of Foreign Wan,
>oon to appear in
"Texas Rangers Ride Again"

'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

DAVENPORT'S
The Shop For College Men
207 North Main Street
MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

GREENVILLE, S. C.
Copyright 1940,
Liccsrc & MYUI TOUCCO

CO.

hesterfield

